We reinterprete and improve recent results on robust control of robots by the computed method. The methods and ideas used are inspired by 'passivity based' control methods for robot manipulators and lead to a significant increase in freedom of controller implementation, thereby providing more flexibility to the designer of robot control systems.
I. Introduction
In the last decades a lot of attention has been paid to trajectory tracking control methods for robot manipulators which has led to the development of various different robot control schemes. Roughly, these schemes can be divided into two classes, depending on the way the ProportionalDerivative (PD) feedback part comes into the controller output.
The first class consists of various forms of computed torque control [2, 3] . This method achieves the objective of trajectory tracking by feedback linearization of the nonlinear robot dynamics and results in a linear error equation for the closed-loop system, which can be shown to be exponentially stable [10] . Characteristic for computed torque control is that the PD part is multi- plied with the time-varying inertia matrix, before it is added to the controller output.
The second class consists of control methods with a PD feedback part that is added directly to the controller output [1, 4, 5, [7] [8] [9] [10] . To this linear PD part a compensation part for the nonlinear robot dynamics is added. Because the robot dynamics define a passive input/output mapping which by these control methods is preserved in closed-loop, we will refer to them as passivity based control methods [4] . It is important to notice that due to the linearity in the PD part, the error dynamics of a robot system controlled by a passivity based method are in general nonlinear. This shows a main difference with the computed torque method.
In the recent, interesting paper [6] entitled "Robust control of robots by the computed torque method" a robust version of the computed torque controller has been proposed; that is, the exact knowledge of the system dynamics is replaced by a suitable estimate for this dynamics, yielding uniform ultimate boundedness of the tracking error dynamics under a list of suitable assumptions. However, as will be demonstrated in Section 2, under the assumptions made by the authors the proposed controller of [6] is no longer a computed torque controller in case the system dynamics are known. On the other hand, we will show in the same section that this controller belongs to the second class of control methods for trajectory control, i.e. the controller is a robust version of the well-known passivity based control method of Slotine and Li [8] .
In Section 3 another, more important, result by relating techniques from literature on passivity based robot control methods is given. We show that some of the earlier restrictive assumptions required in the stability proof of [6] can be removed and thus more design freedom in the controller implementation results, which is of course extremely useful from a practical point of 0167-6911/92/$05.00 © 1992 -Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved view. Section 4 contains the conclusions of this note. Proposition 1. The robust controller (4) does not feedback linearize the robot system (1) in the case that the system dynamics are known exactly.
Robust control method in the ideal case
We briefly recapitulate the notations and problem formulation as given in [6] . Consider the robot dynamics
where q is an n × 1 vector of joint variables, M(q) is an n × n (symmetric and positive definite) inertia matrix, Vm(q, (1) is an n × n matrix of centripetal and Coriolis terms, G(q) is an n × 1 vector of gravity terms and
is the sum of friction and disturbance torques.
For the system (1) the following control law is proposed in [6] : Proof. If the system dynamics are known exactly, then M k=M(q), Vm,k =Vm(q,q), N k=N(q,q).
As a consequence, (4) becomes
The error dynamics that describe the closed-loop system (1)- (6) are given by
M(q)([~ + aP.) + Vm(q, O)( E + aE)
+s2E +s1E=O.
So the closed-loop system is governed by a nonlinear error equation. This shows that the ideal version (6) of the robust law (4) does not feedback linearize the system. [] The 'ideal' control law (6) does not correspond to the true computed torque method. Firstly, the compensation for Vm(q, O) in (6) differs from the compensation for Vm(q, all) in the computed torque method. Secondly, the PD feedback part is directly added to the controller output T, causing the error dynamics (7) to be nonlinear. In order to obtain the linear error equation that is characteristic for the computed torque method, it is necessary to have M c in (2) equal to M(q). But this will make s 1, s 2 time-varying, which significantly increases the complexity of the stability analysis because s 1, s e are contained in the Lyapunov function V(x); see (4) in [6] .
A closer analysis of [6] shows more striking aspects. Firstly, the stability proof is based on a Lyapunov function that represents a modified energy function. Secondly, the skew-symmetric property of ff/(q)-2Vm(q, t~) [4, 6] is utilized in the proof. Both aspects, together with the fact that the PD part is directly coming into (6), are characteristic for the class of passivity based control methods for robot systems [1, [7] [8] [9] [10] . This indicates that the presented controller belongs to this class, which indeed turns out to be the case. Proposition 2. Assume that the robot dynamics (1) are known. Then the robust controller (4) is a particular case of the adaptive passivity based control method presented in [8] .
Proof. Consider the non-adaptive version of the adaptive control method presented in [8] . For the robot system (1) this controller is given by T = M(q) (/i/d + aL E:') + Vm( qd + aE) + G(q) +F(q) +KdS (8) where S =/~ + aE. The controller (8) 
M(q), Vm(q, (1), N(q, (1) have been replaced by their known parts Mk(q) , Vm,k(q, C)), Nk(q, all).
This shows that (4) actually belongs to the class of passivity based control methods.
We would like to mention that, by utilizing the skew-symmetric property, the part VmkS in the controller (4) compensates for the part sTA~tk(q)S in the Lyapunov derivative, see appendix A in [6] .
However, it should be noticed that sTI(4k(q)S can be upper bounded by a third order term in the state variable x, and consequently can be included in ]l AA II. This implies that the use of the skew-symmetry is not necessary, and that Vm,kS can actually be removed from the control input (4).
Generalization of stability proof by a state transformation
The error dynamics describing the closed-loop system (1)-(4) are given by
In [6] stability for this closed-loop system is shown with the Lyapunov function
V(x) = ½xTI (Sl + aS2)l + a ZM( q ) a M( q ) aM(q)]
where xX=[E T, /~T]. This function can be rewritten as
V( x) = ½( E + aE)TM( q)( E + aE)
1 + ~(S 1 + as2)ETE 1
= ½STM(q)S + ~(s, + ase)ETE
where S = 1~ + aE. This type of Lyapunov function, which can be considered as a modified energy function, is standard in passivity based robot control literature [1, 7, 9] . Both the error dynamics (9) and the Lyapunov function (11) suggest the introduction of a new state, defined as yT = [E T, S T] (see also [9] 
W=[II I
With this new state and some modifications in the control law (4) and the Lyapunov function (11), the stability proof as presented in [6] can be given under considerably less restrictive assumptions. This is shown in the following. First of all, some upper bounds on the unknowns N u, Vm, u expressed in the new state y have to be determined. Similar to [6] , such upper bounds can be given by 
where ~i, i = 1, 2, 4, are functions of a, and /30, /33 as defined in [6] . Next consider the following modified version of the control law (4) (see also [7] ): T=Mk(4 a + aE) + Vm.k(E' + aE)
where K'p, K" v are positive definite symmetric matrices. The difference with (4) is that the scalars s l, s 2 have been replaced by matrices aRv + Kp, K v respectively. Choose the following Lyapunov function:
Then the lemma given in [6] can be modified as follows.
Lemma L_ minllRpll,
and m l, m2, m3, A 3 as defined in [6] .
Proof. Inequality (16a) follows directly from (15). Next, the closed-loop system (1)- (14) is given by (compare with (9))
The time-derivative of V*(y) in (15) along (17) can be shown to be
~/* (Y) = --STK, v S -aETKpE + sT(mu(iJd +aE) + Nu + Vm,u S)
where the skew-symmetric property has been used. V*(y) can be rewritten by
where AA = M, ijo + N u as defined in [6] , and (15) is positive definite in y for all a > 0. This shows that the restriction 0 < a < 1 as determined in [6] with the Gershgorin Theorem is not necessary for this redefined state. Because a in some sense determines the convergence rate of the tracking error E, cf. [8] , this is especially from a practical point of view a useful advantage. However, it should be noted that the meaning of a may be slightly different here, as convergence of the tracking error is not necessarily guaranteed with the robust controllers (4) and (14) .
A second advantage is that the highly restrictive assumption that the PD part is completely determined by the two scalars s~, s 2, see (4), is not needed. In [6] this restriction seems to be introduced in order to simplify the use of the Gershgorin Theorem, which is not needed here. The modified lemma has been proven for the controller (14) which contains PD feedback gains given by the positive definite matrices aK v + Kv and K'v respectively. This significantly increases the flexibility in the controller implementation.
There is one point that needs some further attention. The constants ~i,i = 1, 2, 4, are dependent on a. In particular,/31 and /~4 are linear in a, whereas/32 is quadratic in a. In the limiting case that a = 0 the equality ~i=/3i, 1 = 1, 2, 4, holds. However, notice that this dependency is not really causing a problem because a is just a design parameter.
Based on the lemma we obtain the following two theorems. Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3 in [6] .
[] Notice that with respect to Theorem 3 in [6] we make the additional assumption that F((1) -0 (or at least is should be known precisely so that it can be compensated for) because in the presence of for example Coulomb friction, asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system can not be guaranteed for a finite gain s3.
Conclusion
In this note it has been shown that the robust control law presented is [6] does not belong to the class of computed torque controllers due to the fact that the control output is linear in the PD feedback part, which results in a nonlinear error equation for the closed-loop system. On the contrary, the presented law [6] possesses some typical features that are characteristic for passivity based robot control methods. We have proven that the control law is a robust version of a well known passivity based control method [8] .
With ideas that are known from stability proofs in passivity based robot control literature, it has been shown that some restrictive assumptions that have been made by the authors of [6] can be removed.
